Abstract-This paper studies two related topology design problems: given a collection of links, including links among state variables or from existing inputs to state variables, each link with a cost, how to construct a system with the minimal link cost under structural controllability constraint; and conversely, how to determine the minimal cost of a link subset whose deletion eliminates the existence of a structural controllable system from the remaining links. We prove that both of these two problems are NP-hard. As for approximation, there exists a 2-approximation algorithm for the first problem, and any multiplicative factor approximation for the minimal cost 1-block problem for bipartite graphs is also the approximation factor for the second problem. We also study two subproblems of the above problems, where the link candidates compose of Cartesian product among state variables and between state variables and existing inputs, and each link has a 0 − 1 cost. From a graphtheoretical perspective, these subproblems can also be addressed equivalently as determining the graph edit distance of a linear structurally uncontrollable (respectively, controllable) system to its "nearest" structurally controllable (respectively, uncontrollable) system with the same state variables and inputs, which extends the concept "controllability distance" for numerical systems to linear structural systems. We give a polynomial time algorithm for the first subproblem, while the latter subproblem remains NP-hard. The complexity status of some variants of the above subproblems are also studied, where the insertable links are restricted in state links, or the deletable links are restricted in input ones.
I. INTRODUCTION
Recently, the design of large scale systems has attracted much interest with the emergence of complex networks [5] . One fundamental problem is to design a network that ensures controllability and observability [6] , [13] , [18] , [19] , [21] . In this paper, what we study is motivated by the following questions which often emerge in designing the topologies of networks: given a plant, 1) if the plant is uncontrollable, how to adjust links between state variables, or from the existing inputs to states rather than adding extra input sources, to make the system controllable? 2) inverse to 1), if the plant is controllable, how to identity subsets of links whose removal would destroy the system controllability?
One motivating example of Problem 1) can be found in [18] , where it illustrates how to transform a specific uncontrollable networked system to be a controllable one (in numerical sense) by adjusting subsystem connections, yet systematic methods to do this transformation remain open. As an inverse problem of Problem 1), Problem 2) can provide information concerning the robustness of system topologies, or the 'Achilles heel' link sets, i.e., links whose absence will cause a failure in the system controllability. A simple classification for network links can be found in [5] according to the effects of their failures on the number of driver nodes needed to ensure controllability. In this paper, we study the optimization versions of the above two problems with cost consideration under structural framework. Formally, given a set of agents and driver nodes, and a collection of links within their state variables and from the existing inputs to state variables, each link with a nonnegative cost, we consider the following topology design problems:
1) how to select a subset of links with minimal cost to construct a structural controllable system, which we refer to as the minimum cost link insertion problem 1 ; 2) inverse to 1), how to identify the subset of links with minimal cost whose removal will exclude the existence of a controllable system constructed from the rest links, which we refer to as the minimum cost link deletion problem.
In addition, when the link candidates form a complete graph, i.e., the link candidates compose of Cartesian product among states and between states and the existing inputs, and each link has an either zero or unit cost, the above two problems can be equivalently expressed respectively as how to determine the minimum number of links whose insertion (deletion) can transform a structurally uncontrollable (controllable) system to be controllable (uncontrollable) one (i.e., controllability radius/distance, see Section II), which we call as minimum link insertion/deletion problem.
One problem that is related to what discussed in this paper is the input selection problem, which has received much attention in [6] , [13] , [20] etc. in numerical sense and in [5] , [9] , [10] etc. under structural framework with various considerations recently. We note that very few works have considered the link adjustment within plant dynamics. Although compared to adding inputs, the network topology is generally thought to have less freedom to change, there are many practical systems where it is more convenient to adjust links rather than adding source terminals (inputs), such as multi-agent systems, complex communication networks, transportation systems. We remark the related papers [4] , [1] and [12] . [4] studies the problem of building an observable system with minimum link cost and robustness consideration, but they assign zero-cost to self-cycles thus leading to partially a minimum spanning arborescence problem. [1] considers observability preservation under sensor failure; later [12] studies controllability preservation under simultaneous failures in both the communication links and the agents. They both focus on classification of links and agents, while we study the intractability and optimization of the link deletion problems.
In this paper, we show that the minimum cost link insertion problem and minimum cost link deletion problem are both NP-hard. As for approximation, there is a 2-approximation for the former problem, and any multiplicative approximation factor for the minimum cost 1-blocker problem [16] , [17] is also the approximation factor for the latter problem. Despite the intractability of the first problem, we demonstrate that its subproblem, the minimum link insertion problem, can be solved in polynomial time, and provide an algorithm characterizing the optimal solutions. Two variants of the aforementioned subproblems are also considered, where the insertable links are restricted in state links, and the deletable links are restricted in input links. The former is shown to be solved in polynomial time, while the latter NP-hard. These results reveal the general hardness and optimization in designing network topologies and measuring link robustness w.r.t. structural controllability.
Section II provides the formal problem statement. Section III gives the main results. Section IV concludes this paper. Due to space consideration, all proofs of this paper are omitted.
II. PROBLEM STATEMENT Notation: Denote a digraph with vertex set V and edge set E by G = (V, E); V (G) denotes the vertex set of digraph G, E(G) the edge set; V R (E) (resp. V L (E)) is the set of vertices which are the end (resp. start) of edges of an edge set E; B(S 1 , S 2 , E S1,S2 ) is a bipartite graph with bipartition vertex sets S 1 , S 2 , where we assume that edges in E S1,S2 have the orientation from S 1 to S 2 throughout this paper. The notions of this paper are common in graph theoretical literatures [14] , [11] , such as path, strongly connected, strongly connected component (SCC), matching, maximum matching, perfect matching, arborescence, rooted tree, minimal spanning forest, etc.
A. Minimum Cost Link Insertion/Deletion Problems
Consider the following linear time invariant plant
where x(t) ∈ R n is the state vector, u(t) ∈ R q is the input vector, A ∈ R n×n and B ∈ R n×q are respectively the state transition matrix and input matrix. Moreover, let A ∈ {0, 1} n×n andB ∈ {0, 1} n×q be binary matrices representing the structural patterns of matrices A and B, where 1 denotes a non-zero entry and 0 otherwise. Let X , U denote the sets of state vertices and input vertices respectively, i.e., X = {x 1 , ..., x n }, U = {u 1 , ..., u q }. Denote the edges by
B ij = 0}. An edge (i.e., link) e is said to be state edge (link) if e ∈ X × X , and input edge (link) 
) be the system digraph associated with (Ā,B). A state vertex x ∈ X is said to be input-reachable, if there exists at least one path from one of the input vertices u ∈ U to x in D (Ā,B) . In the following, we sometimes simplify c(e)
For simplifying description, denote the above problem by P
. It should be mentioned that [4] has a similar motivation to P 0 ins , but they assign zero cost to every self-cycles, which is a big difference from us. Moreover, by setting c(e) = 0 ∀e ∈ E can X ,X , P 0 ins collapses to the minimal input selection problems in [7] , [9] , [8] etc. under various cost c(e) for e ∈ E can U ,X . Some special cases of P
and their corresponding computation complexity are shown in Table I .
Correspondingly, the minimal cost link deletion problem (referred as P 0 del ) aims to minimize the cost of the subset of links whose removal from E can X ,X ∪ E can U ,X eliminates the existence of a structural controllable system constructed from the rest links. Formally, it can be formulated as
Intuitively, the solution to P 0 del measures how hard it is to destroy the structural controllability of a system associated with
Any link failures with a total cost less than the optimum of P
is a measure of robustness against link failures w.r.t. controllability. To formulate the subproblem of P
B. Subproblems of P
n×q be the corresponding structural matrix pair associated with the zero cost links in
is structurally uncontrollable, we aim to add the minimum number of links to ensure structural controllability, which forms the minimum link insertion problem
where M 0 is the zero norm, i.e., the number of non-zero entries in matrix M ; ∨ is the entry-wise OR operation for binary matrices. In P 1 , if the insertable links are restricted in state links, i.e., ΔB 0 ≡ 0, we may get a variant of P 1 , denoted by P 1 s , which we refer to as minimum state link insertion problem.
To distinguish the above minimum link insertion problems from the input deployment problems of Table I Now we give a theoretical motivation of the above subproblems. Recall that the notation of real controllability radius r c of a numerical system (A, B) is defined as the minimal distance from (A, B) to an uncontrollable system (see [3] ). More specially,
where • is a matrix norm, such as the 2-norm, the Frobenius norm. While in graph theory, the 'distance' between two graphs is normally measured by the so called graph edit distance (GED), i.e., the minimum number of graph edit operations to make a graph subgraph isomorphic to the other [15] . An edit operation on a graph is an insertion or deletion of a vertex/edge or relabelling of a vertex. A vertex can be deleted only on the condition that no edge is connected to the vertex. Analogous to the matrix norm in numerical system, for structural system, we can use the GED between the associated digraphs to measure the distance between structural controllability and structural uncontrollability. As the driver node and state vertex insertion/deletion are essentially different from the insertion/deletion of links, and to make the matrix dimensions compatible, we do not allow vertex insertion and deletion when considering P 1 and P 2 . In this sense, P 1 (resp. P 2 ) is equivalent to finding the minimum number of graph edit operations to make the digraph D(Ā,B) isomorphic to a diagraph associated with a structurally controllable (resp. uncontrollable) system with the same state and input vertices. In other words, the solutions to P 1 (resp. P 2 ) measure the GED between a structurally uncontrollable (resp. controllable) system and its 'nearest' (w.r.t. the GED) structurally controllable (resp. uncontrollable) system with the same state and input vertices.
III. MAIN RESULTS
To present the main results of this paper, the following lemma is needed, which gives a necessary and sufficient condition for structural controllability.
Lemma 1:
(i)(input-reachability) every state vertex is input-reachable in D (Ā,B) ;
(ii)(matching) there is a maximum matching for B(Ā,B), such that every state vertex is right-matched. It is NP-complete to determine whether a graph has a Hamitonian path with a given start vertex [14] . Based on this fact, following a similar argument of the proof of Theorem 1, it leads to the following corollary.
A. Intractability Results and Algorithms for P
Corollary 1: In P 0 ins , provided the input link set E U ,X (B) is fixed, it is NP-hard to determine E X ,X (Ā) ⊆ E can X ,X with the minimal cost such that (Ā,B) is structural controllable; or equivalently, if c(e) = 0 for all e ∈ E can U ,X , P 0 ins is NP-hard. Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 make it clear that determining the minimal cost structural controllable network topology from a given collection of links is NP-hard, and it is even NP-hard to do so when the input topology is fixed. These intractability results are in sharp contrast to the minimal input selection problems (in terms of sparsity, shown in Table I ) for a fixed autonomous network topology, which can be solved in polynomial time.
As for approximation, there is a 2-approximation algorithm for P 0 ins , which is the combination of the minimal spanning arborescence algorithm and the minimum cost maximum matching algorithm [14] . The basic idea of Algorithm 1 is to find the minimal cost of additional edges to form a maximum matching to match all state vertices, on the basis of a minimal spanning forest, then eliminate redundant edges without destructing the input-reachability of all state vertices. 3 ), and the worst case approximation factor is 2.
Even though the optimal topology design with controllability constraint is in general NP-hard, as shown in Theorem 1, in the following we show that its subproblems under the scenario there is no restriction on the insertable state links, more precisely, P 1 and P 1 s , can be solved in polynomial time. Considering P 1 and P 1 s , due to the combinatorial nature of potential edges, there is an exponential growth in the number of candidate edge collections with the increase of system size. To solve this challenge, we introduce an intermediate problem, which we refer to as the minimum dedicated input insertion problem: given a structurally uncontrollable pair (Ā,B), determine the minimum number of dedicated inputs whose insertion transforms such system to be structurally controllable, where a dedicated input is an input which actuates only one state variable. Subsequently we build a relationship between the this problem and P 
E can U ,X ) rooted in U with edge cost C such that there is no isolated state vertex, denoted by T ; 2: Let C ← C, and update C by letting c (e) = 0, ∀e ∈ E(T ); construct the bipartite graph (U X , X , E can X ,X E can U ,X ) with edge cost in C , and determine its minimum cost maximum matching such that every state vertex is right-matched, denoted by M; 3: Let C ← C, and update C by letting c (e) = 0, ∀e ∈ M; find the minimal spanning forest of digraph (U X , E(T ) ∪ M) rooted in U with edge cost in C , given by T ;
4: Return the structural system (Ā,B) with D(Ā,B) = (U ∪ X , E(T ) ∪ M).
To this end, given (Ā,B), decomposing D(Ā) = (X , E X ,X ) into SCCs, an SCC having no incoming edges from other SCCs to its vertices is called a source SCC. A source SCC is said to be a non input-reachable source SCC if none of its vertices is input-reachable. Denote by p the number of non input-reachable source SCCs in D(Ā,B) , whose vertex set is denoted by N i , i = 1, ..., p. We will say (Ā,B) is kstate-edge insertion controllable, if there exists a set of state edges with a size no more than k whose insertion makes the resulting system structurally controllable. We say (Ā,B) is k-dedicated-input insertion controllable, if we can insert at most k dedicated inputs into the system (Ā,B) to make it structurally controllable. The following lemma is needed in the proof of Lemma 3.
Lemma 2: Given the digraph (X ∪ U, E X ,X ∪ E U ,X ), let N * i be the vertex set of its i * th non input-reachable source SCC, M 1 be a matching of B(X ∪ U, X , E X ,X ∪ E U ,X ). Let x ∈ N * i be a state vertex such that x is not right-matched by M 1 . Then, there exists an edge e * ∈ X × X such that Given a pair (Ā,B) , the following two propositions hold:
As a result of Lemma 3, it follows that given (Ā,B), the optimal value for P 1 s equals to the minimum number of dedicated inputs whose insertion makes such system structurally controllable. In other words, to optimize P 1 s , we can construct a feasible solution to P 1 s while make sure its edge cardinality equaling to the optimal value of the associated minimum dedicated input insertion problem. The latter problem is a variant of the recently discussed minimum actuated variable problem 2 in [9] , [7] etc, and it is possible to modify the associated algorithms therein to fit for such problem ( Algorithm 2, Line 1). Consequently, based on this idea and the construction method in the proof of Lemma 3, we can build Algorithm 2 to solve P 1 s providing optimal solutions in polynomial time. Roughly speaking, Algorithm 2 begins by finding a minimal feasible solution {U a , E Ua,X } to the minimum dedicated input insertion problem associated with the given pair (Ā,B). Then, with this solution and the corresponding maximum matching M * , identify three species of state vertices V 1 , V 2 and V 3 , which correspond to the inputs in U a making N i | p i=1 inputreachable, making certain state vertices right-matched, and making certain vertices input-reachable while right-matched respectively. Finally, add suitable state links to serve the function replacing inputs of U a . An example illustrating the application of Algorithm 2 is given in Fig. 1 .
Theorem 3: Algorithm 2 is correct to generate a minimum number of state links whose insertion makes a structurally uncontrollable system (with at lest one effective input) structurally controllable.
Its computation complexity is O((|X |+|U|)
3 ). It is not difficult to see that, when the insertable edges are relaxed to include both state edges and input edges, the two propositions in Lemma 3 are still valid (see Remark 1 in the following), which leads to the following conclusion.
Theorem 4: The solutions to P 1 s are also solutions to P 1 . In other words, Algorithm 2 is effective to determine the 
Denote by Ea the set of state edges to be inserted, initialize Ea = ∅;
let K = {k 1 , ..., kp} and K = {k 1 , ..., k p } be two permutations of the integer set {1, ..., p}; 5:
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Determine the set of the input-reachable state vertices in the
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Select one vertex from V RM , denoted by x 2 i * ; 12:
end if 13:
end if 15: end for
Choose one vertex from (
end if 21: end for 22: return Ea. In Fig. 1a , the dotted arrows represent a minimal feasible dedicated input insertion configuration {Ua, E Ua,X } to ensure structurally controllability, while the bold edges and dotted edges (both in red) constitute a maximum matching M * of the bipartite graph associated with the resulting digraph. In Fig. 1b , a minimal feasible state edge insertion configuration Ea is depicted in dotted arrows as Ea = {(x 11 , x 4 ), (x 3 , x 14 ), (x 15 , x 11 )}, with the bold edges and dotted edges representing the maximum matching of the bipartite graph associated with (X ∪ U, E X ,X ∪ E U ,X ∪ Ea).
minimum GED from a structurally uncontrollable system to a structurally controllable one with the same state variables and inputs in complexity O((|X | + |U|)
3 ), with the minimum edge insertion configuration given by E a . In the following, we show the intractability of P 0 del by showing the NP-hardness of its subproblem P 2 . From Lemma 1, it is straightforward to see that, given a pair (Ā,B), the minimum number of edges whose deletion destroys structural controllability equals to the minimum number of edges whose deletion destroys the input-reachability of D(Ā,B) ((i) of Lemma 1) or the matching condition of B(Ā,B) ((ii) of Lemma 1). For further discussion, the following nations related to the graph connectivity [14] and matching [2] , [16] are needed.
In the following, let D = (V, E) be a digraph with s and t ∈ V being the source and the sink of D, and every edge (u, v) ∈ E mapping to a capacity c uv > 0.
Definition 1: (Minimum cut) Given the digraph D, an s-t cut is a set of edges whose removal leads to the non-existence of paths from s to t. The minimum cut problem is to determine an s-t cut with the minimal sum of edge capacities.
Definition 2: (Maximum flow) Given the digraph D, an s-t flow is a mapping E → R + , denoted by f uv , subject to the following two constraints:
The maximum flow problem is to maximize the s-t flow capacity {u:(s,u)∈E} f su .
Lemma 4 ( [14] ): (Max-flow min-cut theorem) The minimum value of an s-t cut is equal to the maximum capacity over all possible s-t flows.
Introduce a virtual sourceū to D(Ā,B), such that there is an edge fromū to every u ∈ U, i.e., Eū ,U = {(ū, u i ) : i = 1, ..., q}, denoted the resulting digraph by D(Ā,B,ū) = (X ∪ U ∪ {ū}, E X ,X ∪ E U ,X ∪ Eū ,U ). Assign the capacity as : c e = 1 if e ∈ E X ,X ∪E U ,X , and cū ui = {x:(ui,x)∈EU,X } c uix . Then, it is clear that, for a given x i ∈ X , the minimum edges whose deletion destroys the input-reachability of x i equals to the minimumū-x i cut in D (Ā,B,ū) , or equivalently, the maximum capacity of aū-x i flow, denoted by λ(ū, x i ). Let T cut (Ā,B) be the minimum number of edges whose deletion destroys the input-reachability of at least one state vertex in D (Ā,B) . According to Lemma 4, it is easy to see that 
If each edge in E has a non-negative cost, the 1-blocker with the minimum cost is the minimum cost 1-blocker among all possible 1-blockers. Specifically, when d = 1 and G has a perfect matching, the minimum edge size of 1-blocker of G is also called the matching preclusion number.
Lemma 5: ([2]) For a bipartite graph B(S 1 , S 2 , E S1,S2 ) with |S 1 | = |S 2 | and a given integer r, it is NP-complete to decide whether its matching preclusion number is at most r.
For a structurally controllable pair (Ā,B), it is clear that the minimum number of edges whose deletion destroys the matching condition is equal to the minimum 1-blocker of the bipartite graph B (Ā,B) , denoted by T bl (B(Ā,B) ). Let dc(Ā,B) be the minimum edges whose deletion destroys the structurally controllability of (Ā,B). Then, it follows that
From the above, T cut (Ā,B) can be determined in polynomial time by solving |X | max-flow problems in D(Ā,B,ū), with complexity |X | 2 (|E X ,X | + |E U ,X |) using the EdmondsKarp algorithm [14] . Besides, given an integer k, it is NPcomplete to determine whether there exists a 1-blocker of size at most k for a bipartite graph (Theorem 3.3 of [16] ). However, we can not conclude that P 2 is NP-hard yet. That's because, the resulting bipartite graph B(Ā,B) has some inherent structure, such that we can not declaim that determining T bl (B (Ā,B) ) is NP-hard. In particular, B(Ā,B) corresponds to a digraph D(Ā,B) where every vertex x i ∈ X is reachable from at least one u j ∈ U. What's more, even if it is NP-hard to determine T bl (B (Ā,B) ), we have to verify whether its value is less than T cut (Ā,B), whose size usually varies with D(Ā,B) but not being constant. The challenge is therefore to construct a transformation from the 1-blocker problem (or, the matching preclusion problem) of general bipartite graphs to an instance of P 2 , while exploring an explicit relationship of size between the minimum cut and the minimum 1-blocker involved therein.
Theorem 5: P 2 is NP-hard. In other words, it is NPcomplete to determine whether the GED from a given structurally controllable system to its nearest structurally uncontrollable one is below a given integer.
Theorem 6: P 0 del is NP-hard. In addition, if there exists a multiplicative factor f (n) approximation algorithm for the minimal cost 1-blocker problem, there is a f (n)-approximation algorithm for P 0 del . In the reduction of the proof of Theorem 5, since Ā 0 = 0, the edges that can be deleted happen to be restricted in the input links E U ,X (B), which immediately leads to Corollary 2.
Corollary 2: P 2 s is NP-hard, i.e., it is NP-hard to determine the minimum number of input links whose deletion destructs the structural controllability of a system. Remark 2: Corollary 2 answers the hardness of determining the largest number of communication link (i.e., input link) failures a multi-agent system can admit robustly before structural controllability is preserved in [12] . Theorem 6 makes it clear that P 0 del generally has the same multiplicative approximation factor as that of the minimal cost 1-blocker problem. Readers can refer to [17] for discussions on the latter problem.
IV. CONCLUSIONS This paper addresses the problems of adding/removing links with the minimal cost from a given set of links, including state links and input links, to make a system structurally controllable/uncontrollable. We prove the NP-hardness of both problems, and provide approximation results for them. We also consider the subproblems, which extend the nation "controllability distance" from the numerical system to the structural one. We prove that the minimum (state) link insertion problem can be solved in polynomial time and develop an algorithm providing optimal solutions. We also show that it is NP-hard to determine the minimum input link failures (deletions) after structurally controllability is destroyed. These results may serve an answer to the general hardness of designing a structurally controllable network and of measuring its robustness against link failures. The controllability distance under different input selection strategies with various network topologies should be shed light onto in our further research.
